Transport and fate of volatile organic chemicals in unsaturated, nonisothermal, salty porous media: 1. Theoretical development.
A wide variety of volatile organic chemicals (VOC) have been applied to agricultural land or buried in chemical waste sites. The fate of these chemicals depends upon several mechanisms such as sorption, degradation, and transport in liquid and gaseous phases. Understanding the transport mechanisms affecting the volatile chemicals can lead to better management strategies. A theory describing inorganic solute transport, water and heat transfer, and the fate and transport of VOC in porous media has been developed. This theory includes matric water pressure head, solution osmotic pressure head, gravity pressure head, temperature, inorganic solute concentration, and VOC concentration gradients as driving forces for heat and mass transfer. The effect of surface tension, as a function of VOC concentration and temperature, on the matric water pressure head is included. The VOC can be associated with gas, liquid, and solid phases of the porous media. The gas and liquid phases are mobile, but the solid phase is immobile. The transfer of VOC across the gas/liquid, liquid/solid, and gas/solid interfaces is included using sorption-equilibrium assumptions at the interfaces. The VOC can degrade. This degradation is described by a first-order decay rate. The theory can be used to predict spatial and temporal variations of water content, temperature, inorganic concentration and the total concentration of VOC within a porous medium. The concentration of VOC in each phase can be predicted also.